Requirements for proposals

The submission system consists of a template that specifically asks for

1) Author information: affiliation, short CV, authored publications related to the paper proposal

2) An abstract of no more than 800 words

3) Additional information important to the program committee: clear statement of the research question (not more than 150 words), brief information on the theoretical/conceptual framework used, major research areas to which the paper relates

4) Joint papers need a responsible applicant who will be at the conference if the proposal is accepted

Please have this information ready to enter into the submission system via copy and paste.

Requirements for session proposals

The criteria for single paper proposals also apply to session proposals. There is, however, a specific template for session proposals.

Sessions can be ninety minutes long (usually three papers) or two hours in order to accommodate more papers. A successful session leaves significant time for the audience to raise questions, to comment, and to generally discuss the sessions’ theme.

A session proposal should not be made up of participants exclusively from one country. The program committee retains the right to integrate papers into sessions as they see fit.

Requirements for workshop proposals

The criteria for include:

1) Author information: affiliation, short CV, authored publications related to the theme of the workshop

2) An abstract of no more than 800 words that specifically addresses the purpose of the workshop, the theoretical and/or methodological focus, steps/procedures planned, and educational implications.

3) Information about the presenters and why presenters are qualified to offer the proposed workshop.

Please note that paper, session/panel proposals must be submitted via the conference website (http://ebha.org/public/C13). See the conference website (http://www.eur.nl/ebha2019) for further details, or e-mail ebha2019@eur.nl with your questions. The deadline is the 31st of January, 2019.